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In modern Japan, university students are often late or absent from lec-

tures. As a lecturer I find it a problem to leave this disciplinary problem un -
resolved, as this practice may develop into a die-hard habit and may affect 
their working life when they join the hostile society after graduation.

After much thought and discussion with colleagues at university A, we 
have discovered a very effective approach to solve these problems for the 
good of the relevant students. We have introduced and replaced the morning 
coffee or tea with a ‘morning quiz’ (MQ) which comprises of 15-min quiz 
for contents done previously. Students are given points to complement their 
results for grading. The morning intervention was found to be highly effec-
tive and rewarding for the lecturer and the relevant students: full attendance 
in time for lecture delivery by the lecturer and better chances of passing for  
the students.

Since introducing the MQ, the number of latecomers and absentees had 
dramatically reduced. Besides, the MQ could clearly tell the differences in 
attendance of latecomers/absentees. From attendance taken of those being 
late to and absent from lectures, statistically significant improvements (data 
not shown) were established. Having both parties, the lecturer and students 
in the lecture room on time provides a proper and appropriate environment 
for learning, as peak concentration on the part of students on lecture deliv-
ered was achievable, with satisfaction on the part of lecturer as the intent to  
have all students learned whatever was delivered for the day was realized.  
When students were late and rushed into the lecture room while the lecture  
was ongoing, these latecomers often disturbed the progress of the lecture and 
concentration of students in class. These irresponsible latecomers do not usu-
ally take lectures seriously, and may not be aware of the value of a good edu-
cation. As educators, it is the duty of lecturers to provide advice specifically  
to the latecomers for when coming late develops into a habit, it could be dis -
advantageous to the students on the long run. 

The MQ worked much more efficiently than merely giving advice or 
passing mutually unpleasant comments to the relevant students. In other 
words, MQ may bring good quality of life in lecturers and students by reduc-
ing anxiety, enhancing concern and promoting care to students on the part of 
the lecturer, while getting to learn more about discipline and the benefits de-
rived from being punctual on the part of the latecomers and absentees. 
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Wisdom (Philosophical) Note: 
As I was passing …
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